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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the
President’s Corner
This month is going to
prove to be a very interesting
(John Boy forges in the SE)
month with our membership
leaders thinking outside of the box. But, before I address
this month, I am going to address a major activity that
occurred in the Southeast. This activity was the Southeast
Regional Statewide Meeting held at the Armory Art
Center in West Palm Beach, February 17, 18, and 19.
This meeting was put together by Shaun William (SE
Regional Coordinator), Sylvia Andrassy (FABA Program
Chair) and Tristyn Bustamante (Staff Member, Armory
Art Center) along with the support and aid of many
others. This three-day event was well thought out with
demonstrators from the Armory Art Center along with 3
Blacksmith demonstrators. These three demonstrators
were Dennis Dusek (California Blacksmith Association),
Kirk Sullens (FABA), and LeRoi Price (FABA). Each of
these had helpers to aid them while demonstrating as well
as helpers when they taught classes.
The Armory Arts Center turned out to be a great
facility for this type and style of event with proper
parking and easy access. In addition to the wonders of
this event, there was one more major surprise for me
which had to do with attendance: This was the first time I
have been at a
Blacksmithing event
where the attendance
had more nonblacksmiths than
blacksmiths. This
was a shock to me
but it showed the
(Glass casting
drew a crowd.)

skills of the event planners. All of the personnel who
were involved in putting this event together are
commended for their skill sets which brought forth an
event of this magnitude. It is my hope this will be
duplicated next year with even a higher goal set and it is
also my hope that more FABA members attend because it
surely is educational and time well spent.
Now for this month. We have another activity at
Dudley Farm which is a joint State Wide Regional
Meeting of the Northeast and Northwest Regions. Jerry
Wolfe (Past President of FABA) is the person behind and
in front of this event. Our demonstrator for this event is
Fred Crist of Virginia who is gifted in traditional and
sculptural blacksmithing. This will be a one day activity
so plan on the whole day and bring sunscreen, hat, and
rain protection just in case, even though we will have a
very large tent. Rain never stops the show and the fun on
the big person play ground.
We have had and continue to have new families join
the organization, so please, if you see a new face
introduce yourself, give them a welcoming handshake,
and speak blacksmithing.

Think Safe and be Safe,
John Boy Watson

DO NOT FORGET YOUR SAFETY GLASSES!

Dennis Dunn

THE 18th BI-ANNUAL
(1983 -2017)

Dennis Dunn was a farrier and an accomplished blacksmith
and had been a member of FABA. He lived in Havana, FL.
At the Tallahassee Museum several years ago, he
demonstrated a shear he designed with slots for several
different sizes of bar stock that he would shear with a
wrench he made to twist off the steel then make a horse
shoe. He became ill and we did not see him at the meetings
anymore.

SBA
CONFERENCE

Ron Childers

MAY 18 –21, 2017
A celebration and forum
of all things about blacksmithing
Lions Club Fair Grounds
1190 Lions Club Road
Madison, Georgia 30650
THIS CONFERENCE IS DEDICATED TO THE
MEMORY OF

Philip Simmons
BLACKSMITH, ARTIST, TEACHER
National Heritage Fellowship recipient

www.sbaconference.com
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of

Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical
blacksmithing while preserving the rich heritage of this
craft. FABA Officers and members assume no
responsibility or liability for injuries or damage caused as a
result of the use of any information, materials, design,
techniques, etc. contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the extent
provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Steven Estenson
John Pfund
Shaun Williams
Lelia Tavrides

352-516-9545
850-528-3280
954-274-4119
239-297-2923

NE April 1, Kirk Sullens shop, 18848 US
Hwy 441, #180, Mt. Dora 417-861-2482

Mt. Dora

steven@foxwoodforge.com;
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
floridablacksmith@gmail.com

NW April 8, Panhandle Pioneer
Settlement, Blountstown

FL44

Old

nelly St
N. Do n

X

.

US 441

Eust
is

Rd .

Limit Ave.

SE April 29, TBA.
Watch for Email Blast

SE April 22, Dark Angel Armory
and Forge. 10 am to 3 pm

Dr. MLK Blvd/Hammondville Rd.

Coconut Creek Pkwy

Powerline Rd.

Dark Angel Forge & Armory
2600 Hammondville Rd, Bay 20
Pompano Bch, 954 274 4119

X
NW
Ave.

27th
NW 24th
Ave.

Florida’s
Turnpike

(Thanks Shaun)

Upcoming Events:
On April 8th we will
meet in Blountstown at the
NE - February Meeting
Panhandle Pioneer
The February 4
Settlement. Dan Clawson
meeting at my forge
will give us a hammer
was well attended. We
demonstration based on his
had 30 people.
scholarship experience.
Most of them
Read his original article
watched Ben Rogers
Tools to Make Tools in this
forging a motorcycle
Clinker Breaker.
chain. Ben showed
(Trivet assembly begins)
Rex Anderson is going to
how to do this and then
cook Bar-B-Que for sandwiches like he had at the meeting
did a quick etch to
at his house. He will bring buns also. I'm going to bring
show what the pattern
tea, sweet and unsweetened and some other soft drinks.
would look like.
I'm still asking everyone to bring sides and desserts.
We had two new members sign up and quite a few
Don't forget to bring something for the Iron in the Hat!
first time visitors.
In May we'll be meeting at Mike Luck's on the
Our next meeting will be at Dudley Farm on the
13th. The weekend after that is the conference in
March 25th, hope to see lots of you there. After that we Madison, so it's gonna be a busy month. Speaking of
will be going to Kirk Sullens shop in Mt Dora for the
being busy, the next few months (June, July, August and
April Fool’s meeting.
September) are not so busy, and I might be able to bring in
Looking out there, Steve Bloom wants to have a
new meeting places or demonstrators. So let me know if
meeting at his shop in July, details coming soon.
you want to host a meeting or give a demonstration and
I'll see what I can do!

REGIONAL REPORTS

Steve Estenson

NW - February Meeting
The NW February 11
meeting was held at Juan
Holbrook’s Talca Forge in
Gainesville. There was a
good turnout on a sunny day
with over 40 people.

John Pfund

SW - February
Meeting
The SW February 25th
meeting was held at Jerry and
Mary Standifer’s in Palmetto.
Jerry Wolfe demonstrated

making large flowers, putting
his striker Arthur through his
Juan and Nicole Horrenstein demonstrated making a
paces. Jerry Standifer and
trivet and David Gamsey took these pictures of the event. Jerry Merrigan demonstrated
Juan also showed the detailed drawings and jigs he has a figure 8 scroll using the jigs Jerry developed recently.
made for his current project, a table.
Mary provided a sumptuous feast for lunch, as usual!
The Iron in the Hat went very well and Juan provided Look for an email blast on our April Meeting.
an excellent lunch, Thanks to all who made it possible!

John Boy Watson

David Reddy

SW - March Outreach
Gary Kemp, Burt Golub and I and new member Deborah
Kendall did Boy Scout Metalworking Merit badge training
for Tampa Troop 148 at St. Mark’s Catholic Church on
March 11. Training went too well and they’re threatening
to do it again next year!

David Reddy

SE - February Statewide Meeting
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for
another monthly Southeast Region report.
First of all, I would like to thank Tristyn
Bustamante and all the amazing staff at the Armory
Art Center and all of
our own volunteers
in the SE Region for
pulling off a
tremendous
Southeast Statewide
Regional Meeting.
Attendance was well
over a hundred people
for the entire weekend
with an average of fifty to sixty people at any given time.
Friday night we had a fantastic social event with live
music and exciting
blacksmithing
competitions.
Saturday was all-day
demonstrations from
Dennis Dusek, Kirk
Sullens and Leroi Price as
well as demonstrations of
Raku pottery and casting
in molten glass by The

Armory staff. Our Saturday
activities were topped off
with a festive banquet and
auction with proceeds going
towards the FABA
scholarship fund.
Sunday each of our
demonstrators taught classes
on advanced blacksmithing
techniques. Dennis Dusek
taught a class on how to
forge insert tools and the
tongs to hold them, Kirk
Sullens taught how to make
his forged octopus and Leroi Price taught a class on how to
make a friction folding knife. Classes were sold out and the

overwhelming response
we have received from the
students is that they found
the classes to be enjoyable
and informative. Overall,
the Southeast Region
Annual Statewide
Meeting succeeded
beyond our expectations
and we are already
looking forward to an
even better event next year.
The April Southeast Region meeting will be held at
Dark Angel Armory & Forge in Pompano Beach on
Saturday, April 22nd from 10 am to 3 pm.
Just a reminder, I am administering a Facebook page
for the Southeast Region. I try to post helpful tutorials,
vendor information and other valuable blacksmithing
resources. Look us up and request an invite at Florida
Artist Blacksmith Association Southeast Region. I look
forward to hearing from all of you.

Shaun Williams

Upcoming events: Iron Ban.jo 2017 Homebrew
Competition: Sunday, April 2nd, 11 am to 3:30 pm, the crew
from Dark Angel Armory & Forge will work in two striking
teams to forge an iron banjo trophy for the winner of the Iron
Banjo Homebrew Competition at Bangin Banjo Brewery in
Pompano Beach. Space is limited, so let me know if you would
like to participate. Event information can be found at:
https://www.banginbanjobrewing.com/events-page/
Pompano Beach, Old Town Untapped: Dark Angel Armory
& Forge and FABA SE will be demonstrating at Old Town
Untapped on Friday, April 7th, from 6 pm to 10 pm. Due to
limited space, please let me know if you plan to join us.
Upcoming SE classes: Introduction to Armor Making: Dark
Angel Armory & Forge, April 22-23, from 12 to 5. Students
will have the option to purchase from four different medieval
helmet patterns in two different gauges of steel. Students will
spend the first day shaping the pieces of their helmet and
punching the holes for rivets. The second day will be spent
assembling the helmet and final polishing. See
darkangelarmory.com for information and registration.

Tools to Make Tools
By Daniel Clawson

My desire is to learn how to be a general blacksmith. My belief is that a solid foundation of knowledge on how to
make tools will aid in all future designs and desires in this craft. The adage “Need a Tool, Make a Tool” has
always strongly influenced the direction I wanted to take my early education in blacksmithing. When I heard that
I won the 2016 Jerry Grice Scholarship from FABA, I was honored and excited. As the scholarship application
required, I listed 3 possible places that I would like to continue my blacksmithing education. Coincidentally,
none of them worked out. The options that I wanted were either unavailable or not quite what I expected for the
biggest investment in my blacksmithing development to date. After a couple of months of research, I found
exactly what I wanted… “Tools to Make Tools.”
The “Tools to Make Tools” curriculum is designed to be a scalable education. When I originally contacted Lyle
Wynn and his wife Tricia to schedule this course, I found that the goals that I had could be accomplished in 3
days. I also found out that they are very much in demand. I first made contact in late February after winning the
scholarship and actually scheduled the class in March. The first available weekend that I could schedule my class
was right after Thanksgiving and I was thankful that I scheduled when I did because later in the year Lyle went on
to film and star on episode 10 of season 3 of Forged in Fire. This episode aired on October 25th and it also
featured our own FABA knife maker, Clarence Jackson. I will admit, I was in total shock when I saw this episode
with my family because I had no idea that either of them were slated to be on the show. I was also very torn
about who I should cheer for because I wanted both of them to win. Thankfully both Lyle and Clarence did
exceptionally well and demonstrated great skill and the brotherhood that comes from working with other smiths
even in the heat of battle. I was very excited to see what kind of learning environment was in store for me at the
hands of such a talented blacksmith and knife maker such as Lyle Wynn.
About six weeks later, I introduced myself to Lyle Wynn and
Stan Bryant, the owners and operators of a newly formed
blacksmithing school called Walnut Cut Forge Institute of
Learning. This school is taught out of a small town in
Mississippi called Mendenhall, which is located about 40
miles southeast of Jackson, MS. Their large shop, a former
hay barn, is situated on a farm that, among many things, used
to produce large quantities of chickens. Goats, horses, mules
and many friendly dogs pepper the landscape to provide a very
serene location to do extremely hot and rigorous learning.
Thankfully the days were overcast and the temperature stayed
Stan Bryant (Left); Lyle Wynn (Right)
cool on that first weekend in December, 2016. The tuition I
paid included room and board, 2 on 1 instruction and all materials needed for the curriculum.
On day 1, after a delicious breakfast prepared by Lyle’s wife Tricia, we headed out to the forge bright and early to
start our day’s work. The vast majority of the tools we made were from spent sucker rods. A hydraulic repair
shop down the way sold these rods and they were known to be 1045 steel. I brought my own anvil and industrial
swage block with me with the thought that I would figure out how to do this process on my own tools, but we
ended up mostly using the striking anvil they had on site. This anvil was made specifically for the purpose of
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heavy sledge work. The anvil was made from a tooth cut off of an old earth mover bucket and set on a knee-high
tripod base bolted to the concrete floor.
We got the solid fuel, coke burning forge up and running to start heating the sucker
rods. I had struck on a few small projects before, but not with enough frequency or
duration to give me a lot of practice. For the day 1 tools, I usually would strike on the
first one and direct for the second tool so I would have practice doing both functions.
At the end of day 1 we had made two hammer eye punches, one 1.5 inch radius top and
bottom fuller, one 3 inch radius top and bottom fuller, one hot cut hardy and one
cupping tool. Leaving our day’s work to cool off, we headed to a friend’s house for a
wonderful pulled pork dinner.

End of Day 1 Progress

Day 2 started much like day 1, we got up to eat a yummy Tricia-prepared breakfast and went out to the shop.
Pretty much the entire time the sky was overcast with periodic rain and the temperature never seemed to warm up
enough to stray too far from the forge when you weren’t actively striking or hand hammering. Ironically this was
the time that we started incorporating the use of the hydraulic press that was inside the shop.
We’d mostly used the press to square up billets that were needed for the top and bottom tools the day before, but
on day 2 we used it to draw out a lot of metal. Stan taught me the “little bite” technique of hydraulic presswork
on the hammer eye drifts that we made that day. If you draw out little bits at a time on the sucker rod rather than
big chunks, the metal will stay hotter longer and you can move way more material in a single heat.
In addition to getting some good practice on the hydraulic press, I have now learned the value of a treadle
hammer. Lyle took me through the steps of making the hammer eye tongs and there were certain steps that were
greatly benefited by having a treadle hammer on hand. I valued the ability to learn how to make things using
nothing but hand tools, but it was pointed out to me (and I agreed), that if these tools were available “back in the
day,” you can be sure the smiths of that time would have made use of them. “Traditional blacksmith” is very
subjective and a time sensitive term to truly define what it means. The tongs were made from coil spring and they
took forever to draw out by hand, but it was well worth it. I have a greater appreciation for how much effort it
takes to work with such tough tool steel by hand.
Later in the day, when we had four strikers available
to us, we decided it was time to make the flatter. Lyle
and Stan had a special striking anvil setup to
accommodate larger stock specifically for making
large top tools. This was awesome. Watching a 2.5
inch billet of steel upset on itself powered by the
combined speed, rhythm and strength of four smiths
working in tandem gives you perspective. Such big
tasks can be accomplished without power hammers,
hydraulic presses and other fancy tools that many of us
may never have in our shops. We were able to strike it
down in four or five heats and the eye was punched by
Stan and Lyle in one heat. I didn’t believe at first that
Striking the Flatter
they could do such a thing. I was wrong and I am glad
that I got to witness what can be done by two skilled smiths that have worked out a non-verbal communication
that allows the task to get done safely and quickly.
In addition to the tongs, the flatter, the two hammer eye drifts, we also made two 1.5 inch radius hump tools and a
special multi-edge radius hardy tool that was created by Stan Bryant. I had to sweet talk Stan into making the
radius hardy for me because it was not easy. My old 138 lb. Peter Wright is in pretty good shape, especially

considering the age, but the edges of the face are pretty chewed up and there
really aren’t any clean areas to get a good set down.

End of Day 2 Progress

At the end of the day I got my first glimpse at someone who has obviously
made a lot of handles and as with any well-seasoned expert, Lyle made this
process look easy. Using a homemade 2x72 inch belt sander with a coarse
grit, Lyle was able to hog out some handles for the top tools that we made the
day before in a matter of minutes. In all of the research, video watching and
demonstrations that I’ve attended over the past two years I’ve been into
blacksmithing, I haven’t really come across too many resources on handle
making. Naturally most of the focus is on the business end of the tool, but I
took some time to sit down and watch this process because it hasn’t come up as

often as it should.
Day 3 started with coffee and Ibuprofen. I was sore on day 2, but day 3 reminded me that we are only human and
most of us don’t do this every day and for such long periods of time. This day was the day that I was most
looking forward to though. Day 1 and day 2 had been productive enough that we were able to get all of the top
and bottom tools needed to make the hammers that I drove seven and a half hours to learn how to forge. I thought
originally that I was going to make three different sizes of rounding hammers, as many students prior to my class
have done. I, however, already have three rounding hammers that I had purchased from Big Blue Hammer. I
love these hammers and I use them regularly. I talked to Lyle and Stan about deviating a little from the usual
hammer curriculum and they seemed okay with and excited by the idea of trying some different techniques.
We started out with me striking and Stan directing the “little” hammer
of the day. When we finished the forging, this “little” hammer came out
to be 2.7 lbs. before handling. We started the hammer making process
in the same fashion as we did the top tools by punching and drifting the
eye so we could spread the cheeks. All of the top tools start the same
way, but the hammers deviate from the top tool procedures when we get
to making the trough lines that isolate the mass used for the faces and
the cheek area that surrounds the eye. We forged a flat face and a round
face, using the cupping tool, on this little hammer and it could have
been done at that point. I don’t have many broad-faced cross pein
hammers, so we took the little hammer in to the hydraulic press and
squished down what would have been the rounding face to a flatter
large-faced cross pein. The cross pein had a similar radius to the 1.5
inch fullers that we had made previously.

Punching the “Little” Hammer

I didn’t have a straight pein hammer and technically I still don’t. The previous night Stan had introduced me to a
style of hammer called a fullering hammer that he and Lyle are big fans
of when drawing out large amounts of metal. I am now the proud owner
of one of these unusual straight pein-like hammers. This hammer was
made from a block of 4140 and was oil quenched, unlike all of the water
quenched 1045 tools that we had made previously including the 2.7 lb.
cross pein. The fullering face of this hammer has a very large radius
that is very similar to that of the horn of an anvil. The idea is that you
would draw your metal out aggressively using the horn and the fullering
hammer as top and bottom fullers. We punched the eye out manually
with this one, but decided to save some time with the forging of this
hammer by putting in the trough lines with some 1.5 inch top and
Trough Lines on the Press
bottom fuller dies that had been made for the hydraulic press. We also

spread the cheeks using the 1.5 inch top and bottom fullers and some 3 inch top and bottom fullers to smooth
everything out. This process was done by hand on the previous cross pein hammer, but we had lofty goals for the
day and time was a very precious and fleeting commodity. The fullering hammer weighed out at 4.5 lbs. before
handling.
The last hammer of the day was affectionately referred to as “The Beast.” When I proposed the idea of making a
5 lb. hammer to Lyle and Stan, they looked at each other and said that I would be taking the lead on this one.
Prior to punching the eye, I squared up the billet so that I would start with square stock. The typical style of
rounding hammer that is produced from this class starts with round stock. Aside from the usual aches, pains and
scale burns I had made it through relatively unscathed. However, I found out that “the beast” would not be tamed
easily.
While punching the hole for the hammer eye, the 1500-ish degree
block of steel jumped off the striking anvil and sizzled across my
right forearm. Calm and cool, Lyle took me aside and introduced
me to a miracle substance… pine tar. We slathered some pine tar
on the wound and did a quick field dressing of blue-colored
industrial paper towels and electrical tape. Lyle told me that I
wouldn’t feel a thing in 10 minutes. I’m not sure it took that
long. For the rest of the day and for two days afterwards, I didn’t
feel any pain. I was able to keep directing the punching of the
hammer eye and once again used the hydraulic press to forge the
Sizing up “The Beast”
trough lines and the draw out the cheeks without feeling any
discomfort. This square-bodied rounding hammer came out to be 5.6 lbs before handling.
On top of the three hammers we also made a
set hammer and a hardy tool to mirror the face
of the set hammer since my industrial swage
and anvil have very soft edges. As part of
satisfying the obligation of this scholarship I
need to demonstrate something that I learned to
make from this class. I had a hard time
deciding what I wanted to demo, but I finally
decided that the set hammer was actually a
really good piece to show because it’s not a
(Left to Right) Fullering Hammer; Cross Pein; Set Hammer; “The Beast”
very common tool, but it is very helpful
with making all of the tools that were made during this curriculum. The steps to make the set hammer are as
follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Mark your billet
Punch the hole
Drift the small hole and begin cheeking from the middle up and repeat on other side
Use a flatter on the cheeks
Dress the corners of the striking end with the set hammer (top, bottom, side to side, corners and finish one
more time around)
Recess the diagonals on the business end of the set hammer using the 1 1/2 radius top & bottom tools
Wire wheel to clean scale
Heat the face up until there is no shadow and is non magnetic
Harden the face in about 1/2 inch of water in a shallow metal pan
When the bubbles are starting to dissipate blacken the surface with an oily rag
Grind the face and round the striking end on a belt sander
Make a handle (rough cut 9/10's of an inch and rip them 1 1/4 inch wide)

While sitting for dinner at the end of day three I wanted to catalog specifically what we made and what they
would have cost if I had just purchased these items directly from Walnut Cut Forge. The price list is as follows:
Day 1:
2 Hammer Eye Punches - $125/each
1 1 1/2 inch top fuller - $125
1 1 1/2 bottom fuller - $60
1 3 inch top fuller - $125
1 3 inch top fuller - $60
1 bottom hot cut - $60
1 cupping tool - $60
Day 2:
2 Hammer Eye Drifts - $75/each
1 Hammer Tongs - $150
1 set of hump tools 1 1/2 inch diameter - $30
1 2 1/2 inch square flatter - $175
1 mult-radius edge tool - $200
End of Day 3 Total Progress

Day 3:
1 2.7 lb Cross Pein Hammer - handled with hickory from Clyde Peyton's Sledge Handle - $160
1 4.5 lb Fullering Hammer - handled with Purple Heart Wood - $200
1 5.6 lb Square-Headed Rounding Hammer - handled with Marblewood - $250
1 Set Hammer - $125
1 Mirror Set Hardy - $100
All-in-all these tools would have cost someone $2,280 to buy them outright. You might be asking yourself, but
Daniel, how much did you pay for all of these tools and the knowledge of how to make them. I paid $1,050 for
tuition that included room and board. At the time of the class, the rates that Walnut Cut Forge Institute of
Learning charged were $350/day that includes room and board or $270/day if you make your own food and
lodging arrangements. The $350/day rate can accommodate up to 4 students at a time given their current room
availability. The Jerry Grice Scholarship was for $1,000 and will be reimbursed to me once this article has been
submitted to the Clinker Breaker and I have done my demonstration. As of this writing, I am planning on doing
the set hammer demonstration for the upcoming April meeting in the NW region located at the Blountstown
Pioneer Settlement blacksmith shop.
Lyle and Stan take students from all over the world. When I was making my reservation originally, I found out
that the current student they had at the time was from Canada and the next student that was slated to arrive was
coming all the way from Australia. As far as I know, I am the only person from Florida to take this curriculum
from them and I am glad that I get to share with all of my fellow Floridian Blacksmiths about a remarkable
learning opportunity that’s in our neck of the woods. Working with Lyle and Stan genuinely helped me feel like I
was able to take a giant leap forward in my skills and abilities. I look forward to sharing what I’ve learned with
everyone, but if you win one of the FABA scholarships or have the funds to sign up for this curriculum just for
your own personal benefit, I cannot encourage you more than to say that even if I hadn’t won the Jerry Grice
Scholarship, this was money well spent. My great thanks to Stan Bryant, Lyle & Tricia Wynn for their hospitality
and tutelage. I feel like I am on track to accomplishing my goals as a general blacksmith because of the time I
spent with them.

If you wish to contact Stan and Lyle with curriculum questions they can be reached at:
ldwynn@gmail.com - Lyle Wynn’s E-mail
sb_eutaw78@yahoo.com - Stan Bryant’s E-mail
Tricia handles the scheduling and business questions for the Walnut Cut Forge Institute of Learning and all
inquiries about pricing and signing up for future class dates, as well as scheduling demonstrations. These
inquiries should be directed to:
toolstomaketools@gmail.com - Inquiries about the class
wynnhood@gmail.com - Tricia's E-mail regarding pricing and scheduling Lyle and Stan for demonstrations

Lyle Wynn, Daniel Clawson & Stan Bryant

Thanks Again Lyle & Stan
Thank you FABA for the means and encouragement to keep growing.

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Walt Anderson Scholarship 2017
This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Walt Anderson, one of our charter members.
Its purpose is to further the craft of blacksmithing and it is available to any FABA member in good
standing. The award is limited to the actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for
materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at the rate of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost
of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:
1. What is your name, address and phone number?
2. How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
3. How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
4. What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
5. What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
6. What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Walt Anderson Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned
and write a report of the learning experience, including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next
item is not required but strongly suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the
Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair, FABA Scholarship Committee, 777
Tyre Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com. Deadline for receipt is June 30, 2017. Three finalists will
be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board shall be final. The successful applicant will be notified.
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FABA Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Program Chair
Past President
Trustee NE
Trustee NW
Trustee SE
Trustee SW
Editor

John Watson
Billy Christie
Kirk Sullens
Gene Kovacs
Sylvia Andrassy
Jerry Wolfe
Doug Hayes
Ron Childers
Ralph Nettles
Allen Branch
David Reddy

850-421-8005
850-421-1386
417-861-2482
850-539-2345
561-757-1337
941-355-5615
910-330-7601
850-556-8403
561-906-2827
863-235-0033
813-875-2098

Circlejbar3@gmail.com
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
treasurer@blacksmithing.org
gbkovacs@bellsouth.net
Sylvia.Andrassy@gmail.com
wolfeforge@hotmail.com
djhayes29@hotmail.com
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
branchforge@comcast.net
editor@blacksmithing.org

WebMaster

Michael Kummer

941-345-5745

web@blacksmithing.org

FABA Membership Application:

Membership begins when your application and $25 membership fee is received.
Membership is per family and lasts one year. Use your credit card to join or renew your FABA Membership via Paypal by going
to: blacksmithing.org/membership/join/ and clicking through the Paypal button. You do not need to have a Paypal account to
use this feature. OR send the below application and your check to “FABA” for $25 to: Kirk Sullens
Name _______________________________________________________
Family Members ______________________________________________

FABA Treasurer
18848 US Hwy 441, #180
Mount Dora, FL 32757

Address _______________________________________________ City ________________________ ST ____ Zip _________
Phone ___________________ Cell ____________________ Email ________________________________________________
Date ____________ New ____ Renewal ____ I want B&W Newsletter by Mail ____

OR Color Newsletter by Email____

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

